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Reliability: how much is it worth? Beyond its estimation or prediction, the (net) present value of reliability



J. H. Saleh*, K. Marais† Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139



Abstract In this article, we link an engineering concept, reliability, to a financial and managerial concept, Net Present Value, by exploring the impact of a system’s reliability on its revenue generation capability. The framework here developed quantitatively captures the value of reliability from a financial standpoint. We show that traditional Present Value calculations of engineering systems do not account for system reliability, thus over-estimate a system’s worth and can therefore lead to flawed investment decisions. It is therefore important to involve reliability engineers upfront before investment decisions are made in technical systems. In addition, the analyses here developed help designers identify the optimal level of reliability that maximizes a system’s Net Present Value–the financial value reliability provides to the system minus the cost to achieve this level of reliability. Although we recognize that there are numerous considerations driving the specification of an engineering system’s reliability, we contend that the financial analysis of reliability here developed should be made available to decision-makers to support in part, or at least be factored into, the system reliability specification.
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1. Introduction: expanding the traditional focus of reliability engineering Reliability and risk analyses have traditionally been conducted in order to provide information for stakeholders as basis for, or aid in, decision-making [1]. Relevant data needed as input, and the techniques to be used, are often dependent on the decision problems at hand [2]. These problems have historically fallen under two broad categories: reliability prediction and reliability improvement–at the component or system level [3]. Reliability prediction is conducted in order to prove that a component or system meets reliability requirements. It can have either a component or a system centric focus, and in practice often bridges between component and system-level analyses For example, probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) is used to estimate the probability that a system will fail in certain ways, given the estimated probabilities of failure for the system components. Reliability improvement is either be done on an ad-hoc basis, for example, by identifying and replacing unreliable components based on after-the-fact operational evidence, or more systematically by using analysis methods such as PRA to identify components and subsystems that have a significant effect on system reliability. The desired system-level reliability can then be obtained by ensuring that these components have the necessary reliabilities, or by using reliability engineering techniques such as redundancy to limit the effect of a single component failure on the system-level reliability. In this paper, we focus neither on reliability prediction nor on reliability improvement. Instead, we propose to connect and engineering concept, reliability, with a financial and managerial concept, the Net Present Value, or NPV. In order to build this connection, we first explore the impact of a system’s reliability on the flow of service the system can provide over time–for a commercial system, this translates into the system’s revenue generating capability. We then use traditional discounted cash flow techniques to capture the impact of the system reliability on its financial worth, or NPV. For simplification, we call the results of our calculations the “value of reliability”. 2
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The analyses we develop in this paper allow designers, in part, to identify “optimal” levels of reliability for engineering systems from a financial standpoint. How is that? Conceptually, the process for deciding how much reliability is required from a system (i.e., system reliability specification) involves on the one hand an assessment of the value of reliability–how much is it worth to the system’s stakeholders–and on the other hand, and assessment of the “costs” of reliability. In this work, we focus on revenue-generating systems–such as communication satellites or deep-sea cable systems–that have negligible risk of causing injury or loss of life when they are operational (questions of value of human life are very complex and sensitive, and are beyond the scope of this work). By identifying the impact of reliability of such systems on their NPV (the value of reliability minus the cost of obtaining it, hence the “net” value in the NPV), the framework and analyses developed in this paper provide (financial) information for decision-makers to support in part the reliability specification requirement. 2. Motivation: choices and trade-offs in lieu of “infinite reliability” “Infinitely reliable” components or systems do not exist. Failure will occur. It can however be “postponed” or delayed in a number of ways. For example, more reliable and expensive components can be used instead of a generic of-the-shelf component, thus in effect delaying the time-to-failure. Or alternatively, redundant components can be used to improve the equivalent reliability–for the additional cost of the redundant component(s). At the system level, preventive maintenance for example can be performed to reduce the probability that the system will fail while in service. These approaches, along with other reliability improvement techniques, can conceptually be viewed as delaying a component or a system’s time-to-failure, and gaining additional operational time. If we view in a system the flow of service (or utility) it provides over time, then we can map this “additional operational time” from improved reliability into an incremental value to the system, thus capturing the value of reliability. This is illustrated in Figure 1.
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However, improved reliability often requires additional resources (e.g., more expensive components) and comes at a price: for example, the preventive maintenance that was mentioned in the previous paragraph requires downtime or loss of productivity in the short-term. A general theme emerges from the previous observations, namely that since “infinitely reliable” components or systems do not exist, reliability specification requires choices and trade-offs. When the reliability requirements are not imposed by regulators (for example, based on the public’s “acceptable” level of risk), or by market conditions, system designers, in deciding how much reliability is needed, must assess how much reliability is worth and how much they are willing to “pay” for it. This paper addresses precisely this question and contributes a framework that allows designers to assess the (net) value of the reliability of revenue-generating systems, thus in effect providing financial information for decision-makers to help identify “optimal” levels of reliability for engineering systems. As was mentioned previously, systems that have potential to cause injury or loss of life are not considered in this work.
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Incremental service / value from improved reliability Requires additional resources / comes at a price



Considering the flow of service the system provides over time, improved reliability results in … 2. Gains additional “operational time” 1. Delays time-to-failure



Improved reliability



Fig. 1



Improved reliability trade-off



3. Reliability, revenue generation, and present value (PV) We begin by considering the simple case of a system that can generate u(t) dollars per unit time. This is the expected revenue model of the system or the flow of service it can provide over time. In this simple case, the system has one failure mode, it is either functioning or failed (there are no partial failures), it is not maintainable, and is characterized by a failure rate l(t). We discretize the time after the system is operational into small DT bins over which u(t) and l(t) vary little and can be considered constant: Ïun = u( nDT ) ª u[( n + 1)DT ] Ô Ì Ô Ól j = l ( jDT ) ª l [( j + 1)DT ]



(1)
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In order to simplify the indexing, we consider that the revenues the system can generate between (n-1)DT and nDT are equal $unDT. Assume the system is still operational at time (n-1)DT, during the following DT, it can either remain operational and generate $unDT, or fail and generate $0. The probability that the system will fail between (n-1)DT and nDT knowing that it has been operational until (n-1)DT is the conditional probability given in Eq. 2, and is related to the failure rate as follows: Pr[(n -1)DT < Tf £ nDT



†



Tf > (n -1)DT ] ª ln DT



(2)



Equation 1 represents the probability that the system will fail between (n-1)DT and nDT knowing that it has been operational until (n-1)DT. Conversely, the probability that the system will remain operational during this time period knowing that hasn’t failed prior to (n-1)DT is: Pr(Tf > nDT



†



Tf > (n -1)DT ) ª 1- ln DT



(3)



Figure 2 is a tree structure that represents the possible outcomes of revenues generated during each small time interval DT, along with the probabilities that the system will transition to each state.
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0



Possible outcomes of revenue generated during DT



Fig. 2



1- l3DT



Time



Probabilities of transitioning to each possible outcome



Possible outcomes of revenues generated during a sequence of time intervals DT, for a single



mode failure system, along with the probabilities of transitioning to each outcome



The expected revenues generated between (n-1)DT and nDT are equal to the sum of the probabilities times the revenues generated for each outcome, $0 and $unDT. They are calculated in Eq. 4.



uˆ n = (1- ln DT ) ¥ un DT + ( ln DT ) ¥ 0 = (1- ln DT ) ¥ un DT



†



(4)



The probability that the system remains operational until (n-1)DT is simply the reliability of the system at this point in time, Rn-1. We can now calculate the expected Present Value of a system with the characteristics discussed in the opening paragraph of this section (single mode failure, no maintenance, revenues per unit time u(t), failure rate l(t), and a time bin DT small enough to consider u(t) and l(t) constant). Assuming a discount rate, rDT , that is adjusted for the time interval



DT, the expected Present Value of the system, PVreliability, for the period that extends up to nDT is equal to:



PVreliability = R0



uˆ1 uˆ 2 uˆ n + R1 2 + ... + Rn-1 n 1+ rDT (1+ rDT ) (1+ rDT ) 7



†



(5)
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Replacing the expected revenues, ûi, by their expression given in Eq. 4, we finally get:



n



PVreliability = Â Ri-1 i=1



(1- liDT ) ¥ uiDT i (1+ rDT )



(6)



† A first observation can be made at this point, namely that traditional Present Value (PV)



calculations always over-estimate an engineering system’s worth since they do not account for reliability:



n



uiDT i i=1 (1+ rDT )



†



PVtraditional = Â



(7)



PVreliability < PVtraditional



(8)



† Another way of interpreting this observation is the following: traditional Present Value calculation implicitly assumes that the system remains 100% reliable throughout its intended operational lifetime. The difference between such calculation and one that does account for reliability can be interpreted as a Present Value penalty for lack of 100% reliability. For simplification, we call this difference the “cost of unreliability”.



DPVunreliability = PVreliability - PVtraditional



(9)



† By not accounting for system’s reliability, traditional Present Value calculations can therefore lead to flawed investment decisions. It is thus important to involve reliability engineers upfront before investment decisions are made in technical systems.
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3.1 The value of redundancy The design of complex engineering systems, in particular systems for which limited physical access is available for repair or maintenance (e.g., spacecraft in geostationary orbit, or deep-sea cable systems) necessitate very high reliability requirements, and lead designers toward highly redundant, expensive designs. Since redundancy comes at a cost, it is fair to ask how much incremental value does redundancy provide. The analytical results derived previously (Eq. 6) can readily capture the incremental Present Value provided by redundancy. For simplification, we call this measure the “value of redundancy”. Assuming the redundant components or subsystems provide an equivalent system-level reliability Rredundancy, we have:



Rredundancy > Rno-redundancy



†



(10)



The Present Value of the system with redundancy can be calculated by replacing R in Eq.!6 by Rredundancy : n



PVredundancy = Â Rredundancy; i-1 i=1



†



†



(1- l



redundancy; i



(1+ rDT )



(11)



i



PVredundancy > PVreliability



(12)



The incremental present Value provided by redundancy–the value of redundancy–is given by Eq. 13:



DPVredundancy = PVredundancy - PVreliability



†



DT ) ¥ uiDT
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3.2 Numerical example In order to illustrate the results that can be obtained using the analytic framework developed in the previous sections, we need both a system revenue model, u(t), and a reliability model, or alternatively a failure rate model for the considered system. Revenue model: In the following, we consider a communications satellite in geosynchronous orbit (delivering Fixed Satellite Services). The spacecraft forecasted revenue per unit time are given by Eq. 14:



u(t) = PTx (t) ¥ Tx total



†



t Ê - ˆ t ¥ L0 ¥ Á1- e ˜ Ë ¯



(14)



PTx (t) is the average price of a transponder on-board a spacecraft per unit time (worldwide average lease price in 2000 was $1.5 million per year). The transponder receives, amplifies, and retransmit signal. It is the moneymaking part of a communication



†



satellite. Txtotal is the total number of transponders on-board a spacecraft (presently hovers around 50 transponders, or 36-Mhz transponder-equivalent). L0 is the maximum load factor achievable on the spacecraft (also known as utilization rate), and t is the fill rate time constant. The reader is referred to [4] for a more detailed discussion of this revenue model.



Reliability model: For bandwidth providers in the satellite industry, the reliability of transponders (also referred to as the communication payload) translates into availability, which, in turn, translates into revenue generation [5]. Payload reliability is part of overall spacecraft reliability:



Rspacecraft = R payload ¥ Rbus



(15)
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The spacecraft bus includes all the subsystems that support the communication payload and provide the so called “housekeeping” functions such as structural support, power generation and regulation, thermal management, data handling, and position and orientation determination and control. The reliability of bus subsystems is an important contributor to the overall spacecraft reliability; and commercial satellite manufacturers generally offer buses that include full redundancy. In the following calculations, we consider only the reliability of the satellite communication payload, which is the main revenue generating part of the satellite. With Rspacecraft < Rpayload, the illustrative results obtained are conservative estimate of the negative impact of reliability on revenue generation and the spacecraft Present Value; in other words, they constitute a lower bound of the impact expected in Eq. 9.



In addition, we consider the payload to consist of 50 independent transponders, that they are either in a failed or operational mode, and that their infant mortality period is eliminated by appropriate testing before integration and launch (this is an appropriate assumption given that 98% of satellites survive infant mortality [6]). The transponders’ failure rate (or bathtub curve) considered is a truncated bathtub curve; it starts with a constant failure rate then “wears out” linearly: Ï l0 l(t) = Ì Ó l0 + a (t - t wear-out )



†



for t < t wear -out for t ≥ t wear -out



(16)



The initial constant failure rate considered, l0, is 660 Fit or 660 failures per billion amplifier-operating hours [7]. The “wear-out” period of the transponders is assumed to start after the end of the sixth year of operation with a linear increase in the failure rate,
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a, of 50 Fit per month. The reader is referred to [4] for a detailed discussion of the assumptions, advantages, and limitations of this failure model.



Figure 3 illustrates both the “cost of unreliability” as given by Eq. 9, and the “value of redundancy” as given by Eq. 13.



First, we calculated the spacecraft Present Value in the two cases when the payload reliability is accounted for (Eq. 6) and when it is not (Eq. 7). Figure 3 shows that the traditional Present Value calculation of the spacecraft over-estimates the satellite’s worth compared with the case when reliability is accounted for: the difference between the two estimates is about $35 million at the end of 15 years, or 14% of the estimate that does not account for the reliability (15 years is presently the standard design lifetime for communication satellite in geostationary orbit). This difference is the Present Value penalty for not having a 100% reliable spacecraft throughout its design lifetime; we have referred to this measure previously as the “cost of unreliability” (Eq. 9).



Second, we calculated the equivalent reliability of the spacecraft payload with M-out-of-N transponder redundancy: with M operating transponders, and (N – M) spare units that can replace any failed transponder (M = 50, N = 70). Using this equivalent reliability in Eq. 11, we find that redundancy provided an increment Present Value to the spacecraft of approximately $10million at the end of 15 years of operations, compared to the case when no redundancy was implemented. The results are illustrated on Fig. 3. We have referred to this increment in Present Value due to the additional reliability provided
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by redundancy as “the value of redundancy” (Eq. 13). It is illustrated on Figure 3 with the



Present Value of the spacecraft



upward pointing arrow.



Payload actual reliability accounted for; no redundancy



$320,000,000 $310,000,000 $300,000,000



Payload actual reliability accounted for; with redundancy



Payload 100% reliable



$290,000,000 $280,000,000 $270,000,000



Value of redundancy



Cost of un-reliability



$260,000,000 $250,000,000 $240,000,000 120



132



144



156



168



180



Month after IOC



Fig. 3



Present value of a communications spacecraft under Nominal forecast when i) payload is considered 100% reliable, ii) payload reliability is accounted for, iii) and reliability and redundancy (50-out-of-70) are accounted for



It is now fair to ask whether the increased cost of payload redundancy in our spacecraft example–the additional cost of the 20 redundant transponders–was worth the incremental Present Value it provided. Or more generally, one can ask whether there is an “optimal” level of reliability (through redundancy or other reliability improvement techniques) that maximizes an engineering system’s Net Present Value (Present Value minus the cost to design and achieve the desired level of reliability). We explore these issues in the following section. Recall that we only consider in this work revenue-generating systems that have negligible risk of causing injury or loss of life when they are operational.
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4. System reliability and Net Present Value A quick back-of-the-envelope calculation from our spacecraft example indicates that the 20 redundant transponders, although they provided an incremental Present Value of $10 millions, may not contribute a positive Net Present Value to the system. This suggests that either redundancy was over-estimated (from a financial standpoint) and that a communication satellite can actually make do with lower reliability / less redundant payload, or that other considerations drive satellite operators to increase the redundancy on-board their satellites, for example the reputation risk that can be incurred from the loss of one transponder without back-up and its impact on the other satellite customers (the trade-offs in this case can be a balancing act between the reputation risk resulting from a transponder failure versus the value of “the peace of mind” that comes from transponder redundancy). In either case, the above discussion highlights the need to integrate cost considerations in the assessment of reliability specification or improvement endeavors. System cost can be broken down into two broad categories: acquisition cost, C0 (for the one time payment) and operations and maintenance cost, COM, i (on an on-going basis). The NPV of a system can be written as follows [8]:



NPVreliability



†



È COM ,1 COM ,2 COM ,n ˘ ˙ = PVreliability - ÍC0 + + + ...+ n 1+ rDT (1+ rDT ) 2 ÍÎ (1+ rDT ) ˙˚



(17)



COM, i is the cost to operate and maintain a system during the period of time DT. Both the Present Value of the system and its total cost (acquisition plus Operations and Maintenance) are function of the system’s reliability (or desired reliability): Eq. 6 has shown how the system’s PV depends on its reliability, and we still need a model that relates a system total cost to its reliability in order to calculate its NPV. Conceptually, once this model is available, we can mathematically formulate our question regarding the existence of an optimal level of reliability, from a financial standpoint, for a revenue-generating system (that poses no risk of injury or loss of life) as follows: 14
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Ï ÔÔ NPV (R) = PV (R) - C total (R) Ì Ô * * * ÔÓ Is there an R such that NPV R > NPV( R) for all R ≠ R



(18)



( )



*



†In words, R is the level of reliability for which the difference between its value minus its



cost is maximized (more specifically, the financial value reliability provides to the system minus the total cost to achieve this level of reliability). The exercise in theory is simple and consists in finding the system’s reliability that maximizes its NPV. Once R* is identified, we would have contributed financial information to decision-makers to support in part the reliability specification requirement. In practice however, the problem is more intricate: first, because reliability is not a scalar, instead it is a function of time, R(t). Second, because it is unlikely that system designers or engineers would develop parametric models relating the system’s total cost to its reliability, Ctotal(R). There are few ways one can circumvent these difficulties. i. Use of the system’s reliability at one point in time, for example at the expected End-Of-Life of the system, R = R(t = EOL). Alternatively, use the system’s equivalent failure rate, l(t), instead of R(t), and consider the “useful life” period in the bathtub curve during which l can be expected to be relatively stable,



l(t) ~ l0 . ii. Instead of a parametric model relating the system’s total cost to its reliability, system designers can develop a series of point designs and assess both their reliability at expected End-Of-Life–or their equivalent failure rate as discussed in!(ii)–and their total cost. An illustrative template for (ii) is shown in Table 1. iii. Instead of searching for a global optimal level reliability, Eq. 18 can be used to assess whether one particular reliability improvement effort, DR, provides a positive incremental NPV or not (and thus can be accepted or rejected). 15
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(19)



DNPVDR = DPVDR - DCtotal _ DR



In the following, we explore different ways for deriving insights from Eq. 18 and 19, † based on the comments (i) through (iii). Table 1



Discreet system point designs (Di), along with their associated reliability at End-Of-Life and total cost



Point design



Reliability (at EOL)



Total cost



D1



RD1



CD1



D2



RD2



CD2



…



…



…



Dn



RDn



CDn



4.1 The system (or component) “cost-reliability” characterization In this section, we assume that the system designers have developed a series of point designs with different reliabilities at expected End-Of-Life, and assessed their total cost. We also assume for simplification that these different systems have similar performance and that their only differentiating attributes are reliability and cost. We can now “locate” these various systems (the analysis can also be conducted at the component or subsystem level) on a cost-reliability plot as illustrated in Figure 4. Each point on Figure 4 represents a different design, Di (or alternatively a different component). An initial pair of cost-reliability (Rinit; Cinit) of design Dinit, is chosen to serve as the origin of the plot. The four quadrants on the plot read as follows: the lower-left quadrant consists of systems (or components) that are both less reliable and less expensive than the “initial” choice; the lower-right quadrant consists of systems (or components) that are less reliable and more expensive than the “initial” choice–therefore can already be discarded in any further consideration; the upper-right quadrant consists of 16
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systems (or components) that are both more reliable and more expensive than the “initial” choice; the upper-left quadrant consists of systems (or components) that are more reliable and less expensive than the initial choice – this quadrant can remain empty if one chooses appropriately the initial design with the local maximum reliability to serve as reference for the plot. Figure 4 is used for illustrative purposes only and the various cost-reliability pairs need not represent such a curve. Different curves can be obtained with different slopes (even though technically we have no curves or slopes per se on the plot). In the example used however, we can read from the plot that large incremental costs around the initial design (Rinit;!Cinit) result in minor reliability improvements (see slope at the origin on Fig.!4). This observation leads us to introduce a general metric for measuring the sensitivity of different designs’ reliability to cost perturbations; we termed this metric the cost elasticity of reliability, by analogy with the price elasticity of demand or supply in microeconomics [9], and define it as follows: Ê DR e R, C = Á Ë R



DC ˆ ˜ C ¯



(20)



This metric measures the relative changes in reliability that can be obtained for a given



†



(relative) change in cost. For example, when eR, C is large (elastic), we interpret the result to mean that small changes in cost get us much more reliable components or systems. Conversely, when eR, C is small (inelastic), changes in cost can only buy us minor reliability increments. In our example on Figure 4, the initial design with (Rinit;!Cinit) is highly inelastic: its cost elasticity of reliability at Cinit is close to zero (Eq. 21). Ê DR e R, C = Á Ë R



DC ˆ ˜ C ¯C



<< 1



(21)



init



†
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-2 -500



0 (R ;2 C ) 4 init init



-1000 Smaller reliability (than Rinit), but less expensive than starting cost Cinit-1500



6



8 +DR 10 Rinit 1



12



DC14



Less reliable and more expensive



-2000



Fig. 4



The “cost-reliability” characterization of components or systems; R and DR are taken at EOL



As a practical application of Eq. 19, assume that the designers considered only two design options, Dinit and D1 (see Fig. 4). Each design is characterized by the pair (Rinit;!Cinit) and (RD1;!CD1). The two designs are identical in all attributes, except that D1 is more reliable and more expensive than Dinit. Which level of reliability should one choose? From a financial standpoint. Eq. 19 can readily give us the answer: DNPVDR = [ PV ( Rinit + DR1) - PV ( Rinit )] - DC1 1



(22)



†If DNPVDR1 > 0, then the reliability of design option 1 provides an incremental value to



the system greater than its incremental cost (with Dinit as the baseline). In other words, the net value of D1 is greater than Dinit even though the former is more expensive. Does this mean designers should select design option 1? Not necessarily: we recognize that there may be other considerations and constraints driving the specification of an engineering system’s reliability. However, the financial analysis of reliability here conducted should be presented to the decision-makers, and factored in as part of the trade-offs in the selection process.
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4.2 Example: component redundancy and the cost-reliability characterization We use a simple example of a parallel structure with redundant components to illustrate the “cost-reliability” characterization introduced previously as well as the cost elasticity of reliability. The reliability of n identical but independent components placed in parallel is given by:



Req = 1- (1- R0 )



n



(23)



†The reliability of a single component is R0. It cost C0, and we assume that the cost of n



components, Cn, scales linearly with the number of components: Cn = n ¥ C0



†Figure



(24)



5a represents the equivalent reliability of the parallel structure as a function of its



cost. We have termed such a plot the “cost-reliability” characterization of the structure. It represents the cost component in Eq. 18, Ctotal(R), for our particular example.
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Fig. 5
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Cost of parallel structure, in units of C0
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Cost elasticity of reliability



2



4



6



8
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Number of parallel redundant components



Cost-reliability characterization of a parallel structure with n redundant components (5a); Cost



elasticity of the structure’s reliability (5b)



4.3 Optimal level of reliability With Ctotal(R) finally established, and the system’s Present Value calculated for each design option considered (with its associated reliability) as given by Eq. 6, system analysts or designers can now identify the optimal level of reliability that maximizes a system’s NPV over all the discreet design options (Di) considered: Ï Ô NPV ( Ri ) = PV ( Ri ) - C total ( Ri ) Ô Ì Ô ( NPV ) ÔÓ Find max all D



(25)



i



†The calculations should not present any particular numerical difficulties. We revisit the



example discussed in sub-section 3.2 to illustrate how Eq. 25 can identify the optimal level of redundancy in the satellite communication payload. We calculate the NPV of the spacecraft for 10 different payload designs, with 50 transponders as a baseline (no redundancy), to a fully redundant payload (50-out-of-100). The spacecraft total cost includes the launch cost (considered fixed for our purposes), plus the cost of the payload, 20
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which scales with the number of transponders, and the cost of the spacecraft bus (which also scales with the payload). The results1 are shown in Figure 6.



Spacecraft NPV ($million)



72 71 70 69 68 67 66 65 64 63 62 50-out- 50-out- 50-out- 50-out- 50-out- 50-out- 50-out- 50-out- 50-out- 50-out- 50-outof-50 of-55 of-60 of-65 of-70 of-75 of-80 of-85 of-90 of-95 of-100



M-out-of-N transponder redundancy



Fig. 6



Spacecraft NPV as a function of its communication payload redundancy (from no redundancy to



fully redundant transponders)



We find that the optimal level of redundancy that maximizes the spacecraft NPV at the end of a 15-year design lifetime is 50-out-of-60 transponders. We asked previously, when we considered the 50-out-of-70 transponders in sub-section 3.2, whether the increased cost of payload redundancy in our spacecraft example–the additional cost of the 20 redundant transponders–was worth the incremental Present Value it provided. We can now prove that it was not. Furthermore, Eq. 25 allowed us to identify, within the different payload designs considered, the optimal level of redundancy / reliability that maximizes the value of the system from a financial point of view.



1



Assumptions: cost of a single Ku -band transponder $250,000; launch cost of $90 million, payload cost represents 40% of the spacecraft cost.
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5. Conclusions The motivation for this article is twofold: on the one hand there is the recognition that “infinitely reliable” components or system do not exist–that failure will occur but can be “delayed” through improved reliability–and on the other hand that improved reliability often requires additional resources and comes at a price. From these two observations, we acknowledge that reliability specification requires choices and trade-offs. When the requirement is not imposed by regulators (for example, based on the public’s “acceptable” level of risk), or by market conditions, system designers, in deciding how much reliability is needed, must assess how much reliability is worth and how much they are willing to “pay” for it. In this article, we developed a framework that quantitatively captures the value of reliability from a financial standpoint, and in effect, allow designers to identify the optimal level of reliability that maximizes a system’s Net Present Value (the financial value reliability provides to the system minus the cost to achieve this level of reliability). We also showed that traditional Present Value calculations of engineering systems do not account for system reliability; they in effect implicitly assume that the system remains 100% reliable throughout its operational lifetime and thus always over-estimate a system’s net value and can therefore lead to flawed investment decisions. This finding points to the need of involving reliability engineers upfront before investment decisions are made in technical systems. Finally, in linking an engineering concept, reliability, to a financial and managerial concept, Net Present Value, we contribute financial information to decision-makers to support in part the specification a system’s reliability.
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